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Communication and Language 

Speaking 

Children will: 

 be encouraged to talk in full sentences 

 start conversations with friends and continue them by taking 

turns when speaking 

Listening 

Children will: 

 listen to a range of nursery rhymes and stories with increasing 

attention and recall  

 join in with repeated phrases and begin to anticipate key 

events in familiar stories.  

 focus their attention, for example, they will sit still to listen or 

complete activities and shift their attention between tasks 

Maths 

Children will: 

 recite numbers in order to 10 and beyond 

 identify how many objects are in a set 

 match numerals and quantities correctly  

  

Expressive Arts and Design 

Children will: 

 use construction materials, for example Lego, to create stories 

and act out play scenes, for example a scene from a familiar 

story for imaginary play 

 use movement to express feelings  

 create movement in response to music, for example by making 

up or copying simple dance routines 

  

Physical Development 

Fine Motor: 

Children will: 

 continue to thread, pinch and squeeze materials and 

resources in order to strengthen their hand muscles 

 begin to independently hold a pencil between their thumb 

and two fingers, rather than using a whole hand grasp 

Gross Motor: 

Children will: 

 engage in outdoor P.E lessons that encourage climbing, 

jumping and catching 

 create large scale floor art 

Understanding of the World 

Children will: 

 continue to go on a weekly outdoor learning walk, with a 

specific focus on the environment eg. the change in the 

weather, the falling leaves and the birds / insects 

 begin to talk about some of the things they have observed, 

such as plants and animals 

 begin to show care and concern for living things and the 

environment 

Personal Social and Emotional Development 

 

Children will learn through play and understand: 

 how to be a good friend 

 Sunflower class roles and responsibilities 

 how  to express themselves eg. How do I feel today? 

 how to recognise when friends are sad and how they 

can help 

 who their three trusted adults are 

 kind hands and kind words make someone happy 

 play games to improve listening and attention when 

working as a group 

   

Literacy 

 

Key text: Wake Up Time on Bumble Farm, Farmer Duck  

 

Phonics: 

Children will: 

 learn songs and rhymes to support early phonics and 

recognition of sounds in the environment such as 

birds tweeting, foot steps on the ground.  

 recognise and say some Set 1 sounds (m, s, a, d, t) 

 Reading 

Children will: 

 read their own name 

 read familiar text from memory 

 Writing 

Children will: 

 explore mark-making opportunities to develop 

pincer grip 

 play fine motor skill / finger gym to build hand-

muscle strength  

Notices from EYFS Team 
 

Please encourage children to dress and undress independently at 

home.  Wish list: If you have any spare jogging bottoms and t-shirts 

that children have grown out of, please donate them to Nursery.  

Thank you. 

  


